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ACER’s amendments to CACM on MCO costs propose to recover all MCO costs through network tariffs

Article 75(1):

• costs incurred by TSO for MCO tasks assessed by NRA  and recovered 
through network tariffs

Article 80(3): 

• “common costs” shall be split between MS and 3rd countries in part 
according to consumption, and between NEMOs

Article 75(2): 

• MS share of common costs shall be recovered through NEMOs fees, 
network tariffs or other

Article 76(3): 

• costs borne by NEMOs that have not been borne by TSOs can be recovered 
through fees or other mechanism depending on national agreements with 
NRAs

Article 22: 

• costs incurred by TSO for MCO tasks assessed by NRA  and split between 
common and regional costs. Common and regional costs split between MS 
according to consumption and recovered through TSO tariffs 

• TSOs and NEMOs shall develop a methodology to determine, share and 
recover MCO costs and costs associated to the MCO and the JDMB, 
including performance incentives schemes.

• Eligible MCO common and regional costs shared between MS according to 
consumption and recovered through TSO tariffs

MCO costs

MCO costs recovery

CACM today Revised CACM
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ACER proposal
• NEMOs are counterparties towards MP on one side and towards 

MCO on the other.
• Shipping Agent concept no longer possible (by direct 

assignment).
• NEMOs are BRPs.
• MCO is BRP in each BZ.

Issues identified by ACER
• Inconsistent settlement dates 
• TSOs not fit to perform CCP role
• Cross-border collaterals 
• Unnecessary financial 

flows/transactions
• Invoicing and VAT rules

Clearing and Settlement – differences between Evolutionary proposal 
from NEMOs and TSOs and ACER proposal and issues which led to the 
removal of TSOs as shipping agents

Evolutionary proposal [different from ACER’s proposal]

• NEMOs, or their designated entities, are counterparties towards MP on one side and towards other NEMOs on the 
other.

• TSO as shipper concept possible as today (where foreseen by regulation).
• NEMOs bear balance responsibility (but no explicit need to be BRP).
• No need for MCO to be BRP in all BZ at the same time

• C&S between NEMOs is an MCO task eligible to cost sharing and recovery, solving the issue of transit shipping and 

preventing systemic risk
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Centralisation to MCO entity(ies)  complex to establish, while the costs and risks of such an entity have not been properly assessed by ACER 
(NEMO view) + multiple downsides: 

1. High transitition costs (unnecessary financial burden) – MCO interface for each NEMO and each BZ border; 
2. Single point of failure (going directly against principles of ACER) – both technical and financial failure possible (risk of default). If materialised – decoupling 

of whole EU  could happen. 
3. Imposition of CCP business model (NEMOs forced to establish a homogenous business model to fit ACER’s view) – curent model has several differences 

(some NEMOS are CCP some not, there are different financial regulatory requirements) which will need to be unified; 
4. Legal and regulatory complexities (potential introduction of the regulatory framework and authorities of the financial sector) – MCO will need to be 

compliant with regulations in each MS.
5. Operational Setup (lengthy establishment of interfaces between the LSE and the respective NEMO/CCP/TSO)
6. VAT impact ((depending on the MCO entity‘s seat this may lead to major pre-financing requirements for single CCPs based on existing EU VAT legislation, 

would result in a non-level playing field for NEMOs/CCPs and create major uncertainties upfront)

Clearing and Settlement – Critical review of ACER’s proposal

All the identified issues by ACER concerning TSOs as a shipping agent seem to be quite minor no justification to replace well functioning 
systems

1. Inconsistent settlement dates  a compromise will always be necessary, same issue will ocure with NEMOs instead of TSOs; regulated clearing and settlement 
arrangements can harmonise settlement dates.

2. TSOs not fit to perform CCP role  TSOs are usually well-established and financially strong companies. In the countries where they perform the shipping agent role
they are well experienced in the management of such activities. 

3. Cross-border collaterals  The collaterals are the same for NEMOs/TSOs + can be regulated via clearing and settlement arrangements
4. Unnecessary financial flows/transactions  only some exceptional situations where additional flows are needed today, on the contrary involvement of MCO will add 

additional flow for all transactions between neigbouring BZ (NEMO1 – MCO – NEMO2 instead of (NEMO / CCP 1-NEMO/CCP 2)
5. Invoicing and VAT rules  VAT issues caused more by differences among national rules MSs rules, invoicing differences possibly can be regulated via clearing and 

settlement arrangements where possible
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• These shall contain the high-level contractual principles jointly agreed upon by NEMOs in cooperation with their 
delegated third parties (CCPs) and potentially TSOs (SAs) and submitted for approval to all NRAs [different from ACER’s 
proposal]

• A set of clearing principles has already been established during the Nordic MNA implementation project  can serve as 
the starting point for the process to achieve EU-wide principles 

• Far less complex than MCO as central shipper

• Faster = can be delivered quickly mostly via change of existing contracts

• Cheaper = no need for MCO to become BRP in each BZ and no need to establish interface between each NEMO and 
MCO for clearing and settlement

• Can accommodate local specificities

• Keep possibility of Shipping Agent (SA), where proven to be efficient

• Last but not least, this proposal would ensure that the conditions set would not be discriminatory and in line with CACM 
goals, as the main principles provided therein would be endorsed and approved in advance by all NRAs.

NEMOs counterproposal – Establishment of a regulated clearing and 
settlement arrangements

NEMOs propose to establish regulated Clearing and settlement arrangements to be 

applied for NEMO/CCP/SA to NEMO/CCP/SA relationship
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NEMOs welcome the proposal to draft a joint NEMO-TSO methodology to allocate and recover the MCO common and regional costs.

In ACER’s opinion, given that they propose to set up a single MCO entity, there seems to be no need to address the issue of individual NEMO costs. 

However NEMOs note that the text does not mention the national/individual NEMO costs – which are a substantial part of the costs, and will remain 
so even if a single MCO entity is established.
ACER's proposal contradicts the opinion given by NRAs in the Joint Expert Teams on Costs in 2021, which stated that national/individual costs are MCO 
costs which can potentially be deemed eligible for cost recovery by individual NRAs. 

NEMOs believe that the proposed cost methodology must also include criteria for the allocation and potential recovery of national/individual 
NEMO costs.

Critical review of ACER’s proposal


